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Ideas to engage your  
teams and boost morale

A strong workplace culture has quickly become more 
important than ever before. Whether your teams are used 
to remote working, or being a part of a virtual team is 
completely new to them, the value of bringing a team 
together should never be underestimated.

The Virtual 
Team Build



Our virtual 
team building  

solutions

Our virtual team building solutions will  
benefit your team by helping them to:

• Keep motivated, focused and productive
• Build a stronger workplace culture
• Heighten communication, engagement  

and team morale
• Collaborate to achieve a common goal.

These are just a few of the reasons why we’ve 
put together a list of great virtual team builds to 
help bring your teams closer together, regardless 
of where they are working. Here’s a few ideas to 
connect your team in a virtual world:

The virtual escape room 

The aim of the game is – who can solve the 
puzzles and escape first? Regardless of the video 
conferencing solution you have, there will be 
different rooms available, and attendees can 
share screens and compete in a fun competition 
within their team, aiming to become the 
champions by escaping the rooms in the  
fastest time.

As a team, your attendees would have a mixture 
of tasks, challenges, puzzles and riddles to solve 
to earn clues and successfully unlock each escape 
room’s door. As a result, your team/s will have 
collaborated with each other and learnt new 
things about their colleagues, helping them to 
feel part of a wider team, encouraging useful 
business discussions, and ultimately helping to 
boost team morale.

This can also be a tailored experience,  
developed to include your company brand, 
values, key messages, and more.

A virtual “Who’s Who”? 

Well, for this team build, the 
question is, how well do you 
really know your colleagues? 
It’s a real opportunity for 
attendees to get to know their 
teammates even better than 
they did before!

Each player is asked a few fun 
questions to create an “identity”; 1 
of 16 pre-determined fun ‘tongue in cheek’ 
game characters. The goal is to then find as many 
colleagues as possible amongst the “characters” 
within the allotted time. With bonus points being 
awarded for finding ‘Soul Mates’ (perfect matches) 
as well as your  
complete opposites.

Armed with the contact details of all participating 
colleagues, how quickly can your team members 
contact them? What means of communication will 
they use? Once contacted, each team member will 
find their unique game code which throws up a 
random question about them that your team has to 
answer correctly to earn points. Each team member 
then has 90 seconds to find out as much about their 
other team members as they can!

So, whether there are two of your team members 
playing or 1000+, the clock starts when you start 
your game. Time shows no favouritism. Who will 
complete the full set of game characters in the 
quickest time?

The bigger picture 

Give your attendees the opportunity to be a part of 
a global community project, creating the biggest 
work of art ever created, and the best bit is, ten 
percent of all revenue from this team build goes to 
global charities.

Each team member will be sent a panel from 
a larger image (a downloadable printable 
design). The design is a panel that will fit, 
like matching wallpaper, alongside others. 

The task is to colour in your panel ensuring 
the edges match those of the adjoining 

panels. To do this, participants must 
communicate with others. Once 
completed, each panel will be uploaded 
and placed in the correct position with 
the resultant image growing daily.

As more and more people participate, 
the image will grow and grow and grow 
to become the largest piece of artwork 
ever created! Plus, it helps connect 
your attendees, makes them focus 
on the bigger picture, puts them in a 
creative mindset, and contributes to 
their mental health and wellbeing too – 
colouring in is great for that!



A remote quiz 

This is a great way to inject a bit of fun into a team 
build solution, and it can even be done towards the 
end of your working week for “Happy Hour” – a great 
way to end your week on a high!

This remote based quiz can be accessed via a phone, 
tablet or laptop and includes attendees being split 
into teams – these teams will then have their own 
chat room where they can interact with teammates, 
as well as access to a separate chat channel where all 
attendees will need to be present for the quick-fire 
quiz rounds. 

The remote team quiz has a multitude of different 
rounds ranging from sports to TV, and music to general 
knowledge. Plus, the whole event will be seamlessly 
run by a fun quiz master who will be streamed through 
a live video link. This will also include interactive 
elements so that attendees can engage with the quiz 
master (as if they were in the same room). 

There will also be “quiz markers,” tallying all the scores 
and updating the teams throughout. 

At the end of all the rounds the scores are totalled, 
and the good news is, points do mean prizes!

The remote team anthem 

The idea is to unite your teams, remotely,  
using music! The remote team anthem engages  
your teams in an interactive song writing  
session, virtually.

This music-fuelled programme enables you to 
convey key messaging and core values to your 
team members anywhere, live and in the moment, 
and best of all, together. Each online session is led 
by the same world-class musicians you’ll find at a 
face-to-face team anthem team building session, 
and these musicians have worked with international 
stars like Prince, Cher, Drake, Katy Perry, and more!

All you need to do is decide who should attend, and 
just like that, you’ll be creating an original song 
together, online. Once your team is logged in, the 
musicians run the show, entertaining your people 
and guiding the group through chord selection and 
collaborative lyric writing, which centres on your 
team’s purpose. 

Whichever team building solution you choose, we’re 
sure it will help bridge the physical gap between 
your remote team/s, keeping up team momentum, 
providing a morale boost, as well as fuelling 
collaboration and creativity. What’s not to love?
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